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Safety Highlights

Pie Graph

The pie graph to the left illustrates the
distribution of drug paraphernalia
findings across different zones.
Downtown Knoxville accounted for
the highest percentage at 44%,
followed by Worlds Fair Park at 21%.
Mission and Mission Sub zones had
18% and 12% respectively, while the
East Side Hall of Fame zone had the
lowest percentage at 5%.

Safety Chart

The chart offers a detailed insight into
the safety landscape, showcasing a
snapshot of each safety category
including drug paraphernalia found,
ordinance violations, and scooter
relocations in various zones. It
captures the total number of entries
recorded for each category,
emphasizing the importance of
maintaining a safe environment.

Scooter Relocation

On night shift, Ambassador Kaden
safely moves a scooter which blocking
the sidewalk out of the pedestrian
walk path.
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Hospitality Highlights

Line Graph

The line graph to the left depicts the
time-of-day Ambassadors performed
Hospitality Assistance through out the
quarter. The quarter started with a
snowstorm and ended with the kickoff
of spring events.

Helping Hand

Helping others comes easy to Tasha,
one of our best Ambassadors. Here
she is helping a local resident with the
Women’s Suffrage Statue.

Safety Chart

The chart offers a detailed insight into
the safety landscape, showcasing a
snapshot of each safety category
including drug paraphernalia found,
ordinance violations, and scooter
relocations in various zones. It
captures the total number of entries
recorded for each category,
emphasizing the importance of
maintaining a safe environment.
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Cleaning

Accomplishments

Graffiti and Trash Collection:
Ambassadors have proactively
addressed graffiti, stickers, and bills,
ensuring a clean and presentable
environment for residents and visitors
alike. The stacked bar chart illustrates
the significant progress made in litter
collection compared to graffiti and
sticker removal in each zone of the
district.

 

Ambassadors’ contribution have
demonstrated a strong commitment
to environmental cleanliness by
actively participating in graffiti and
trash collection initiatives. They
focused efforts on graffiti and litter
removal reflect their dedication to
help preserve the beauty of the
district. 
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